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Classical limit problems for convolution powers and convolution products of
measures on finite dimensional spaces can be often successfully studied by using
suitable seminorms on the space of signed measures. H. Bergstrom [1] gave a syste
matical study of these problems using especially Gaussian seminorms. This note
should support the idea that many of the results of H. Bergstrom can be also formu
lated in terms of Fourier seminorms which seem to be in some cases a bit simpler
than Gaussian seminorms. F. Zitek [2] showed that both the seminorms mentioned
are equivalent for signed measures on the real line which are nonnegative on the
k
complement of the zero point. We shall show a similar result for measures on R .
Let k e N and denote by Jlk the algebra of all finite Borel signed measures on Rk
(with natural additivity and convolution products), and by Jtk the cone of nonnegative finite Borel measures.
For a > 0 we define
Fa(џ) = sup

[í]<a- 1 ІJRfc

exp (i<ř, x>) ăџ(x)

/iG J jk

>

k

where [t] = max [\tt\9..., \tk\}9 t = (tl9..., tk)eR 9 and <•, •> is the scalar product
on Rk. We easily see that for any \i9 v e J(k and ceR
Fa(fi)

=

09

Fa(0) = 0,

Fa(fi + v) g Fa(») + Fa(v),
Fa(Cfi) S \c\ Fa(fi) .
Thus Fa is a (Fourier) seminorm on Mk for each a > 0. We claim that if Fa(\x) = 0
for all a > 0, then \i = 0. Thus (according to the terminology used in [1], see p. 95)
Jtk is a seminormed algebra under the system {Fa: a > 0} of Fourier seminorms.
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Moreover, Fourier seminorms fulfil the inequality
Fa(».v)£Fa(v)Fa(v)

for each //,ve J(k, a > 0.
We shall also use other seminorms; for a > 0 and \i e Jtk, define
d|/°|(*), a' 1 If

«^)-max If

U{\x\**}

a"2f

xd^(x)\,

IJ<w<«>

x2d\^\(x),

I

1^)1, i = l,..., fcj

J{\x\<*}

J

(,)

(l* denotes the i-th marginal projection of //). It can be also easily verified that qa
are seminorms, a > 0 (we shall call them majorant seminorms), and that Jtk is
a seminormed algebra under the system {qa: a > 0}.
Directly from the above definitions we obtain
Proposition 1. For each \i e Jtk and a > 0
i) FJ^O) = Fa(n), i = l,...,fc,
ii) 4«00 = m a x 0«(0(i))The next lemma shows that the seminorms qa are really majorant for Fa:
Lemma 2. Fa(A) g (1 + 3k + fc2/2) ^(A) whenever XeJfk and a > 0.
Proof. Denote the cube Da = {xel?*: |x,| < a, f = 1,..., k). The following
inequalities hold:
(1)

f d|A|(*)!Slf

(2)

If <t,x>dl(x) ^ SK| If
IJD«

(3)

d|A»>|(x)gfc^),

' = 1 J{|x|g«>

JIV

'

= 1

*,«<«>(*«)

f <t, x>2 d|A| (x)sH
J p.

g [i] to <j,(A),

IJ{|*I|<«>

\tttj\ f |x,x,| d|4| (x) £

«=u=i

j

D m

2

* i i N f w + * )/-*ww^w2*2«2m
«-u=i
JD.
Using (1), (2) and (3) we obtain
(4)
| J exp («., x » «U(x)| <i I f<U(x)| +
+ I f[exp (.«, x» - 1] 4*(x)| £ |A(J!*)| +
+ | f [exp (.<., x» - 1] dX(x)\ + f
UD,

2 d|A| (x) _g
C

I JD^
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^ \MRk)\ + 2k qx(X) + I f Kt. *> dA(x) +
\JD.

+ f [exp(i<f, x » - 1 - «<t, x>] d|A| (x) ^ \i(Rk)\ +
Jx>«
+ 2k qx(X) + [<] *a a„U) + f

<f, x>2/2 d|A| (x) ^

JD.

^ qx(X) + 2k qx(X) + [.] /ca g.(A) + i[tf

k2*2 qx(X) .

For \t\ ^ a - 1 we thus have by (4)
exp(i<ř, x»đЛ(x)

Jя*

g (1 + Ъk + fc2/2) qx(X) ,

which completes the proof.
As to the converse relation, the seminorms Fa are not majorant for qa in the general
case. Thus we shall limit ourselves to the measures of the form X == ft — e, where \i
is a nonnegative measure and e is the Dirac measure concentrated at the zero point.
Lemma 3. Let X e Jtx have the form X = \i — e, where ]i e M\.
g 286Fa(A), a > 0.
,
. . . .
,.,

Then qJX) g

, P r o o f - see [2].
; • ;.
.... .'" .-.:':• •«• ••••/
Lemma 3 can be easily generalized to the multidimensional case; *
Lemma 4. Let XeMk,
qx(X)Z2&6Fx(X).

k e N, X = p — e, where /IG Jik , and let a > 0.

Then

Proof. Using Proposition 1 and Lemma 3 we get
(i)

qJX) = max qJX )

{i)

^ 286 mix FjKX ) < ; 286

FjX).

Now we introduce the Gaussian seminorms on Jtk (see [ l ] , page 112); we define
GЛ(X) = sup

jф((x-y)ï«)dX(y)

for

a > 0,

XєJ

(<P is the distribution function of the Gaussian measure on Rk with the density
function Sf(x) = (2TT)~* /2 exp(— ||x|| 2 /2)). Jtk is a seminormed algebra under the
system {Ga; a > 0} of Gaussian seminorms. For comparing Gaussian and majorant
seminorms we shall use some results from [1].
Lemma 5. a) For XeMk the margins satisfy GjX(i)) <; GjX), a > 0.
b) For X = ji — e, tie M\, and for cc > 0 we have
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(0

f

dAÓ0<C.G.(A),

J<blž«>

00

x-Hf

ydX(y)\ UC2GX(X),

Uf|y|<«>

a"2 í

(iii)

I

y2dX(y)uC3Ga(X),

J(bl<«>

(iv)

<У\

GjyX) й f

dX(y) + |Л(Л)| +

J {|v|£a}

+ a"

1*1

f

у4хЦ+\«-2Щ

Jí|yl<a>

I

l

y^.ů

J(bl<

c) For X = n — e, n e Ml, and a > 0 we have
;

._.

GjX)^,CJci,Gj^:

Ci, C2> C3, C4 are absolute constants
Proof - see [1], pages 112-116.
Lemma 6. sphere exist constafiWyfa) and y2;such that for 'fifty riiea^ureX =
= n — e, lie Jt^, andfx>r a > 0, :.; ;,-;.]".. ;. ..;.;; ,-^.£ ;,•
;-;,v '•x , ;••;.•>•.-.,>.
(0

G.(A) <. y.(fc) «2.(A) ,

(ii)

q&) <: 72 G.(A).

Proof, i) Using Lemma 5 c) and b) (iv) we get
GX(X) <. C4fc2 max GX(X(0) <.
g C4fc2(2 + ||*'[| + i||#»l) max «.(A<°) = y.(fc) ^(A),
l^i^fc

2

where we put 7l(fc) = C4k (2 + I*'! + i | | # i ) .
ii) According to Proposition 1 and Lemma 5 a) it will be sufficient to find a constant y2 such that qa(X) g y2 Ga(X) for measures on the real line X = ft — e, fie ,M\.
If x tends to +00 in the definition of GX(X) we see that \X(R)\ g Ga(X). Using this
fact together with b) (i), (ii) and (iii) from Lemma 5, we can put y2 = max {l9Cl9
c 2 ,C 3 }.
Finally, we see that the Gaussian and Fourier seminorms are equivalent on the
space of signed measures on Rk which are nonnegative on the complement of the
zero point. This implies, for instance, that the stability condition for convolution
products of probability measures (see [1], page 97) is the same for the both seminorms,
and that many results could be formulated using both Gaussian and Fourier seminorms.
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Souhrn
POZNÁMKY K FOURIEROVSKÝM SEMINOR.MÁM
JAN RATAJ

V článku je ukázána ekvivalence mezi fourierovskou a gaussovskou třídou seminorem na
k
prostoru znaménkových měr v R nezáporných vně nuly.

Pe3K>Me

3AMEHAHHJI O CEMHHOPMAX OYPBE
JAN RATAJ

B pa6oTe A0Ka3BiBaeTCx, HTO Ha npocrpaHCTBe KOHe-raux HeoTpHriaTejn>HBix BHe HyjieBoft
TOHKH Mep B .^* KJiacc ceMHHopM Taycca H miacc ceMHHopM Oypte 3KBHBajieHTH&i.
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